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This research was the study of the service quality evaluation in Bangkok Bank
Public Company Limited, Ratchaburi branch by choosing this branch to be the study area.
Customers using the service at Bangkok bank, Ratchaburi branch were interviewed and
classified into three groups which were the customers of big group, the customers of the
medium group, and the cutomers of small group. For the issue of the service quality
evaluation of Bangkok bank, Ratchaburi branch, it spent time to study for 5 months starting
from November 2010 to April 2011.
From the interview result of three groups of customers who were the big size, the
medium size, and the small size, it made us know about the service at Bangkok bank,
Ratchaburi branch. They focused on serving the customers of the big group; they welcomed
and served this group very well. Both, staffs as the branch managers and the elder staffs
would always welcomed and took care of transactions for customers of the big group who
could do their business at the extra boot without any queues. For the customers of the
medium group, they got used to staffs at the Bangkok bank, Ratchaburi branch very well.
Customers were friendly to staffs. So sometimes, staffs did serve them as the bank operation
plan. For example, they did not wait to customers when they came to do some transactions.
For the customers of the small size, there was the problems the most because staffs did not
take good care of them. When comparing to the previous two groups of customers, many
customers from the small group claimed that staffs rarely greeted or said hello; moreover,
staffs did not suggest any information. During serving customers, they always talked to
others. From the study, it was shown that at Bangkok bank, there was not the equality of
service for customers. Staffs focused on and took care of the customers of the big group the
most. For the customers of the medium group was for being friendly so that they could
present and sell their products.
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